Maintaining Your Network Connection to the Internet
A business’ connection to the Internet is its gateway to the world. Email, inventory, research, orders, customer
requests, etc. all flow through your Internet connection. With every connection there is (or should be) a router that
manages how your information flows to and from your internal network. Not just a firewall, but a traffic cop that
makes sure data is getting to where it belongs.

The Afterthought of Connectivity
When a business signs up for a data circuit from a carrier the carrier would many times offer a router as an add in
service. They might even offer to monitor the router - to let you know if it went down. Not fix it - just watch it. Those
days seem to be coming to a close with carriers realizing that they are not good at the watch and fix end of the
business when it comes to customer premise equipment.
The problem is - the router matters. Without it, your critical communications go nowhere and you receive none.
Simply placing a no name router on the edge of your network and forgetting about it is not a viable long term strategy
for a device that controls all data flowing into and out of your company.

Managed Perimeter Routers from Mirifex
Mirifex offers best in class routers from Cisco and will monitor and manage them 24/7. To keep your data flowing we
provide:
Router implementation and configuration
24/7 monitoring to make sure it is running and communicating
Log file management to isolate issues before they impact your network
Patch maintenance to secure the latest operating software for your router and make sure it gets applied in a timely
manner
Break fix for software and routing issues - remote administration and triage
Overnight depot replacement - we can get a new router in place and configured the next morning if your router is out of
commission
Integration with your internal network
Mirifex offers standard configurations so we can size the right one for your connectivity and data needs

Contact us today to get a free quote at info@mirifex.com or (440) 891-1210 Ext. 201

